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The carbon-clad limited edition will also be the first GT-R to wear Nissan's new logo. Even as we all eagerly await the arrival of the next-generation Z-car, Nissan hasn't forgotten that its true ...
New Nissan GT-R Nismo Special Edition coming this fall
Nissan is building a limited number of this GT-R NISMO Special Edition for the United States, with orders opening in the fall. The NISMO Special Edition is finished in Stealth Gray and features an ...
2022 Nissan GT-R NISMO Special Edition Looks Tough in Stealth Gray
The Nissan GT-R may be old, but it still delivers supercar performance and Nissan keeps coming up with ways to keep it fresh. On Tuesday, Nissan unveiled the latest update for the GT-R in the form of ...
Nissan GT-R Nismo Special Edition to deliver quicker turbo spooling, snappier revs
The latest iteration of the Nissan GT-R Nismo has just been unveiled ahead of a planned launch in Japan this coming October. The 2022 GT-R Nismo will be offered in standard and Special Edition guises, ...
2022 Nissan GT-R Nismo Gets A Special Paint Job And Some More Carbon
Betty R. Lavery, 90, passed away April 10, 2021. She was born in Westbrook on August 22, 1930 to Floyd and Lucienne (Brunelle) Smith. Betty began her schooling in Westbrook and graduated from St.
Obituary: Betty R. Lavery
Stars like Jennifer Lopez, Selena Gomez, Foo Fighters and H.E.R. and others are coming together for a good cause. The singers will be part of a global streaming and broadcast special on May 8 to raise ...
VAX LIVE: Jennifer Lopez, H.E.R. and Foo Fighters to feature in virtual concert to fund COVID-19 vaccines
A R Rahman has released the 99 Songs Special Concert - a digital show chronicling the music of his upcoming film '99 Songs'. This special concert allows listeners to experience the music of '99 Songs' ...
A R Rahman presents the '99 Songs Special Concert'
LONDON (Reuters) - Singers Jennifer Lopez and H.E.R. will star in a global streaming and broadcast special on May 8 to raise money for COVID-19 vaccines, following last year's "One World - Together at ...
J-Lo, H.E.R. and Foo Fighters to star in streamed concert to fund COVID vaccines
Loading the Español audio player... Durango School District 9-R Superintendent Dan Snowberger was granted a leave of absence to help his wife who will face spine surgery Monday and to provide ...
Durango School District 9-R superintendent granted leave of absence
The Nissan GT-R NISMO Special Edition features a NISMO-exclusive Stealth Gray exterior color, new edition-exclusive 20-inch RAYS forged aluminum-alloy wheels with red accents, and a unique ...
Nissan GT-R NISMO Special Edition Set for Fall Introduction
Heeding recommendations from two leading federal health agencies that administration of the Johnson & Johnson be paused while scientists investigate six adverse reactions elsewhere in America, the ...
R.I. reacts to Johnson & Johnson vaccine pause
Talk about other female singers all you want. Rising R&B artist QueenLin has one thing to say: She Ain't Me. That's the title of QueenLin's latest single, released late 2020 on all major platforms. A ...
All hail QueenLin: Montgomery R&B singer has single 'She Ain't Me,' and more to come
Merlin R. Mang, 93, of Honesdale, died on Monday, April 12, 2021, at Wayne Memorial Hospital. He was preceded in death by his wife of 61 years, the former Marion ...
Merlin R. Mang
LOS ANGELES--(BUSINESS WIRE)--The Law Offices of Frank R. Cruz announces that a class action lawsuit has been filed on behalf of persons and entities that purchased or otherwise acquired FibroGen
Inc.
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The Law Offices of Frank R. Cruz Announces the Filing of a Securities Class Action on Behalf of FibroGen Inc. (FGEN) Investors
Selena Gomez will host the event, which will film at the stadium in May just prior to the broadcast and feature performances from Jennifer Lopez, H.E.R., Eddie Vedder, J Balvin and Foo Fighters. The ...
Global Citizen Sets ‘Vax Live’ Special With Selena Gomez, Jennifer Lopez, H.E.R., Foo Fighters and J Balvin From So-Fi Stadium
Ultimately, the performance not only showcased H.E.R.’s charismatic aura and distinct vocals but also highlighted the deep meaning behind the song’s lyrics. From freedom to social justice and the ...
H.E.R. gives soulful performance of “Fight For You” on ‘The Tonight Show’
Wind Point Partners and portfolio company A&R Logistics (“A&R”), one of North America’s leading providers of supply chain services for the chemical industry, announced today that A&R has acquired ...
A&R Logistics Acquires Luckey Trucking
The researchers used logistic regression to assess the effect of mAb treatment on the risk of E.R. visit or hospitalization within 30 days of lab-confirmed COVID-19. Out of the 598 COVID-19 patients ...
Risk of E.R. visit or hospitalization 82% lower in mAbs-treated SARS-CoV-2 patients: Study
Dr. Raymond Brovont claimed he was fired by EmCare after complaining about E.R. staffing at Overland Park Regional Medical Center. The original $29 million award was one of the biggest jury awards in ...
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